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After forty years of taking photographs I think that I can speak with some authority on photographic matters.
From day one I have used an SLR (Single Lens Reflex) camera, in other words "a real camera", starting with
a very basic Pentax. By the way, the name SLR is being misused in many computer magazines. By SLR I
mean a camera with a sensor that works by momentary exposure (like film, you cannot record video on it),
has an optical view-finder and a detachable lens.
When buying a digital camera you have to first ask yourself what you are going to use it for? One problem
with this is the same as buying your first computer, until you have used it for some time you have no idea
what you really want to do with it. For buying a camera I give the same advice as buying computers "buy the
best one you can afford". There is only one problem: what is the best one? This is a bit like "how long is a
piece of string?" There are dozens of brands and thousands of models out there. I recommend sticking with
the major brands.
If you only want to take snap-shots of the family (kids and dog) you only need something like a
Canon PowerShot A1200 Digital Camera - 12.1 Megapixel (about $110), Sony Cyber-shot DSC-W510 Digital
Camera - 12.1 Megapixel (about $130) or a The Panasonic Lumix DMC-FH2 Digital Camera - 14.1 Megapixel
(about $170). If you are the slightest bit interested in nature you will probably want to take
some close-up photos (macro photography), and in this case FORGET POINT AND SHOOT CAMERAS.
To take a decent macro photograph you need 'depth of field', that is, a good depth of the subject in sharp
focus and lots of detail.
To obtain a good depth of field you need a small aperture setting in the lens (large f stop number). Point and
shoot cameras do not have f stops larger than f8 (some only f4) and it is impossible to accurately focus them
on small close objects. SLR cameras have an ‘auto’ aperture, that means the aperture is fully open till you
press the button. This means the maximum amount of light is available for viewing and focusing. Because
point and shoot digital cameras expose the sensor continuously, stepping down the aperture darkens the
image and makes it impossible to focus and compose the shot. These cameras do not have a shutter, when
you press the ‘shutter’ button it only takes a screen shot of the image that is showing on their tiny LCD
screen. They are actually a movie camera that takes snap shots. This is why you have been able to take
movies on these for a long time. For macro photography I never use an f stop smaller than about f16, and
often round f30 – f40 on my Pentax K5. Remember, big number, small hole; small hole, more of the image
in focus. Another major problem with point-and-shoot cameras is that they do not have a view-finder that is
good enough to determine if the subject is in sharp focus. Digital view-finders are useless for this as are the
LCD screens on the backs of the cameras. Only an optical view-finder, looking through the lens, can give
you the detail needed to focus correctly (or check the focus if you are using auto-focus). This type of viewfinder is found only on 'real' SLR cameras (digital or otherwise). Unless you have an absolute need for it,
you should not need to spend more than $400 on a point-and-shoot digital camera. Beyond this value, save
your pennies and get a digital SLR. The price of digital SLRs has crashed in the past years and will continue
to drop. For $500 you can buy a Pentax K-m or a Pentax K-r digital SLR camera for $650 with a 18-55
mm lens. The best and most expensive Pentax is the K5 which sells for about $1650. With the addition of
the small clip-on lens Raynox DCR-250 Super Macro Close Up Lens which you can buy on Ebay, you
can take superb macro shots. It comes with a clip-on device so you do not have to screw it on. The lens costs
about $US70.00, plus postage. A digital SLR camera is lightyears ahead of any point-and-shoot camera, nomatter what the price. All digital SLR cameras have full auto settings so in the beginning you can just point
and shoot till you get the hang of it. You cannot use a point and shoot camera for serious macro work!, just
as you cannot use the auto setting on a digital SLR for macro work you must go to manual control. Using the
Raynox close-up lens with a point and shoot camera is a waste of time as the depth of field is reduced even
further, making it completely useless.
In the last twenty years I have used Nikon equipment and could not afford a digital SLR until the Nikon
D100 camera was produced, even then it was very expensive ($4000.00 - body only). I had been using a
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Nikon 105 mm macro lens for about ten years and to save spending more on lenses I stuck with Nikon. The
camera performed well and I used it for about three years. It was when I started to use raw images that I
found the camera was too slow at saving the images (raw images are not processed in the camera but are
processed by software on your computer, all professional photographers would use raw images). I then
looked at what models were available and was prepared to buy one of the Nikon professional models when
the D70s appeared. The price? Only $1400 (body only). It was very fast on starting up and saving images,
and had more-or-less the same features as the D100. I purchased this one and have taken many thousands of
images with it.
During (2005) in preparation for a talk on buying a digital camera, I wanted to test as many cameras as
possible. I already knew about Nikon and managed to get hold of a Canon EOS D10, D20 and a 350D . Only
the Canon 400D was near the price range of the Nikon D70s; the others are much more expensive. By
chance I managed to get hold of a Pentax *istDS and took some test shots with it. I was amazed at the
quality of the images, especially the RAW ones. They were sharper than the abovementioned Nikon or
Canon images, and the Pentax was (and is) much cheaper than the Big Two if you take into account the
features. Pentax pricing has forced Nikon and Canon to reduce their prices but even if the price compares
the features and ease of use do not.
A couple of months before this I had looked for a top-of-the-line point and shoot camera that might have
been useful for most of my photographs with, as the Nikon equipment (camera, lenses, flash) was rather
bulky and difficult to carry on field trips. I settled for a Panasonic Lumix DMC-LZ20 which cost $800. All
the reviews I had read raved about it and it had many fine features. When I started to take some close-up
photos with it I found it was almost useless for macro shots. I already knew the limitations of point-andshoot cameras for macro work but I had been duped by the hype.
After testing the Pentax I thought "this is the camera that I really need". Luckily a friend of mine wanted a
very light but high quality point-and-shoot camera and he took Lumix for $700 (so it cost me $100 for the
experience). When I went to purchase the Pentax *istDS I found that it had been replaced (in Australia
anyway) with the *istDL (I now use a Pentax K5). I got the camera just in time to leave for the Australian
Plants SocietyWildflower conference in Perth. There was no way I was going to lug the Nikon gear around
on this trip. On the trip I took about 1400 plant images using the standard 18-55 mm lens with the Raynox
close up attachment for macro shots. Out of these I got about 1200 very high quality images and cannot
recommend the Pentax camera too highly.
Because I did not have my laptop computer on this trip I was not able to download images and clear the
memory cards. For this reason I used jpg images instead of raw. This resulted in another surprise. The jpg
images produced by the Pentax *istDL were better than the Nikon D70s, though I did use the Nikon
software to edit them as the Pentax software only edits RAW images (this has now been remedied and their
software edits all images). This was not the case with the Pentax K-20D. The jpg images are extremely poor
and completely useless. This turned out to be a good thing as I moved to RAW images and will never go
back to jpgs again. One point about Nikon however, you do not get software to edit raw images; this costs
extra! More about this later.
You can view sample images taken with the Pentax camera at www.rainforestmagic.com.pentax.html, or
http://www.pbase.com/conroy11 for samples from various cameras. The West Australian
Wildflowers are all from the Pentax *istDL.
From the above paragraph you will gather that I recommend the Pentax digital SLR as the unit to buy.
This is certainly the case if you do not have a SLR camera at the moment, or you do not have Nikon or
Canon SLR lenses. Nikon, Canon and Pentax digital SLRs are compatible with older lenses used with film
cameras. Nikon and Pentax go way back and you can use a lens twenty or thirty years old. The Pentax will
even support the old screw-in type lenses if you purchase an adapter, though you will find the quality of
these old lenses very low compared with modern ones. Canon only supports more modern lenses. If you
have high quality existing SLR lenses for one of these brands then it is logical to stay with that brand and
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buy body only, or as in the case of the Pentax, possibly the body with basic lens. The body sells for $150
less than with a basic lens.
Which brand is the best? This is very difficult to say, it depends what you want the camera for. If you just
want high quality images for a reasonable cost then go with Pentax, if you are a professional and want the
best (while money is not a problem) then go with a high end Canon or Nikon full frame cameras (35 mm
sensors). The larger the sensor is the more information can be captured, this is why a full frame camera with
14 mega pixels will produce better images than a ¾ sensor with 16 mega pixels.
It is interesting to note that the new Pentax K5 is only bettered by the Nikon D700 which sells for $3200
(body only), The K5 sells for $1650 (body only). This is a quote from the review by DxOMark “But just
imagine how promising the K5 technology could be in a full-frame body: increased picture quality
associated with solid high ISO performance —a dream!” After using the K5 now for 6 months or so I can
say it is the best camera I have ever owned. The images it takes are just superb!
Two reviews for the Pentax K5:
http://www.dxomark.com/index.php/en/Our-publications/DxOMark-reviews/DxOMark-review-for-thePentax-K5
http://www.pentaxforums.com/forums/pentax-digital-slr-camera-reviews/114233-pentax-k-5-a.html

If price is a constraint and you are a new buyer you would need a very good reason not to buy
Pentax.
The prices at the time of writing from Digital Camera Warehouse
(http://www.digitalcamerawarehouse.com.au/index.htm) are:
NIKON: NIKON SLR D3100 & 18-55mm LENS $770; NIKON SLR D7000 BODY ONLY $1515

CANON: EOS 1100D WITH 18-55mm LENS $665; EOS 7D BODY ONLY $2049
PENTAX: K-x body only $540; WITH PENTAX 18-55mm LENS $609; WITH SIGMA 18-200mm
LENS $620; K-5 WITH PENTAX 18 - 55mm LENS $1750; WITH PENTAX 18-135mm LENS
$2165. Note: The Pentax K5 has waterproof seals and so do the above lenses.
The 18-200mm lens that comes with the K-x is the latest lens from Sigma that has been specially designed
for digital SLR cameras. It is available for Nikon, Canon and Pentax. This lens will just about do everything,
when combined with the Raynox DCR-150 close-up lens for macro work, and it produces spectacular results.
Unfortunately this lens is no longer offered with the new Pentax K-5 camera and it will have to be purchased
separately. One huge advantage that Pentax has over all other SLR brands is the access to settings. You do
not have to do ‘menu digging’ to get to all the most useful settings. I was very disappointed with Canon
when I recently checked out the EOS 60D. The camera could not even be used on manual without ploughing
through the menu to turn off the ttl control of the inbuilt flash. Another advantage Pentax has is the inbuilt
anti-shake control. Instead of having to buy very expensive anti-shake lenses like with Nikon and Canon,
every lens has this facility.
If you are starting from scratch it essential to get the 18-55 mm lens as it is a very good general purpose lens
and works very well with the Raynox close-up lenses. Another lens that I now consider essential is the
Sigma 28 – 80 Zoom Macro lens. It is available for Nikon, Canon, Minolta and Pentax and sells on Ebay
for $40 - $120. New ones are available for $360. Be sure you select the one for your brand of camera. This is
a fantastic lens and could be used as an all-purpose unit, for general photographs and macro shots. When one
of the Raynox lenses are attached to it you can take brilliant macro shots. The field of view is such that you
can zoom right back to 28 mm with the Raynox DCR250 attached and still see all the image, obtaining
unmatched depth of field.
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There are three versions of this lens and you should be careful not to buy the first version, which can
easily be identified.

Do not buy this one.

This is the one to buy.

There is also a “Special” silver version of the good one which is possibly the best of all.

Images taken with Pentax *istDL and 18-55 mm lens. See www.rainforestmagic.com.au for more
samples.
Prices and available models will change rapidly and within a few months new (and better?) ones will be
available. Please check the links above for updates. One thing will always remain the same – you
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Images taken with Pentax K5
and Sigma 28 - 80 mm Zoom
Macro lens. The top one with
the Raynox 250 attached.
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Images taken with Nikon D-70S and 18-55 mm lens, plus Raynox 250 for the upper left one. See
www.rainforestmagic.com.au for more samples.
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